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Since it assumed power in 1994, the democratic government in South Africa had
to meet the challenge of changing a fragmented, inequitable and culturally
oppressive system ofeducation into one that would promote the principles of
equity, redress and social empowerment. A mechanism to meet the aims of the
new South African education system, Curriculum 2005 and its outcomes-based
education approach, was introduced from the beginning of 1998. The new
education system was subjected to changes that were designed to address the
legacy of apartheid, and to meet the challenges presented by twenty first century
global imperatives. Curriculum 2005, as a learner-centred educational framework,
embraces a continuous assessment process that requires that educators be skilled
to employ integrated assessment and teaching strategies to facilitate the holistic
development of learners . The purpose of this study was to investigate the
perceptions and practices ofgrade nine language educators with regard to
translating outcomes-based assessment into practice. A qualitative approach,
using a case study method , was employed for the investigation and interviewing
was the major data collection instrument. The interview data was supplemented
by document analysis. The data were coded and analyzed. The main findings
suggest that the grade nine language educators have a sound understanding of the
outcomes-based system ofassessment but the policy language and large class
sizes were found to have limited educators' abilities to meaningfully use ongoing
classroom assessment for formative purpose with individual learners. Finally,
recommendations made concerning assessment practices, could lead to a more
effective learner-centred learning environment .
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THE STUDY IN CONTEXT
1.1. Introduction
This chapter serves to introduce the focus of this research. It provides a brief
historical perspective of the post-apartheid South African education system.
A historical perspective is used to throw some light on current policy and
practice. This discussion is necessary in order to locate current developments
within a historical context.
The new national curriculum, Curriculum 2005 (C2005) and its
Outcomes-Based approach to teaching and learning (a BE) are briefly
reviewed . The chapter moves on to discuss assessment within the national
curriculum, and then more specifically to assessment in the language, literacy
and communication learning area . This chapter then focuses on the
formulation of the problem, the rationale for the study, and finally the
research methodology.
1.2. Curriculum Reform in South Africa
Since it assumed power in 1994, the democratic government in South Africa
had to meet the challenge of changing a fragmented , inequitable and
culturally oppressive system of education into one that would promote the
principles of equity, redress, and social empowerment (Baxen & Soudien,
cited in Jansen and Christie, 1999) . A major initiative to meet this
challenge has been the development of the National Qualifications
Framework (NQF), a coordinating structure and mechanism intended to
respond to the fragmented, inequitable system of education and training. The
objective of the NQF is to create an integrated national framework for
learning achievements, and to enhance access to, and mobility and quality
within education and training (Department of National Education, 1997b) . A
mechanism to operationalise the NQF is the new national curriculum,
Curriculum 2005 and its outcomes-based education (OBE) approach.
Curriculum 2005 takes as its starting point a clear political agenda and the
~ need to transcend the curriculum ofthe past, which "perpetuated race, class '
f gender and ethnic divisions, and ... emphasized separateness, rather than
common citizenhood and nationhood" (Department ofNational Education,
1997a: 1). C2005 is based on the principles of co-operation, critical thinking
and social responsibility, and requires that educators become curriculum
developers, classroom managers and learning mediators (Department of
National Education, 1997a) .
C2005 not only marked a dramatic departure from the apartheid curriculum
but also represented a paradigm shift from content-based teaching and
learning to an outcomes-based one (This shift is illustrated in Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1. Curriculum 2005 - The Paradigm Shift




- transmit this knowledge to
empty vessels (learners)
2. Learners ...
- are empty vessels
- are ready to be filled with
content (facilitator-centered)
3. Teaching .. .
- refers to the act and
methodology of conveying
knowledge to a child
(transmission mode)
4. Learning ...
- means memorization of
content presented by the
facilitator (rote learning)
5. Syllabi ...
- are content-based and focus
on facilitator input
6. Assessment .. .
- is based on formal testing of
content knowledge





1. Educators . . .
- are facilitators
- facilitate the learning
process
2. Learners .. .
- possess knowledge and ability
to learn
- play an active, constructive
role in their own education
(leamer-centered)
3. Teaching . . .









- is based on interaction
between the facilitator and
and the learner context and
content
5. Learning Programmes .. .
- are outcomes-based and focus
on what learners should do,
know and understand
6. Assessment . ..
- is continuous, based on a
variety of techniques
- is used to see what the learner
can do
- helps facilitators plan
learning programmes
characterized as a "move from the judgemental to the developmental role of
assessment "(Department of Education, 1998a: 3). The tool through which
This paradigm shift in the South African education curriculum is
I
this 'paradigm shift' will be achieved is said to be Continuous Assessment
(abbreviated in the document as CASS) .
This system of Continuous Assessment in the outcomes-based approach
means that learners are assessed in an ongoing way. In essence this means
that all the work that the learner does is credited, that is, it is given the status
and value that in the past system of education was reserved for formal written
tests (Pahad, 1999). Assessment has now shifted from a system that is
dominated by public examinations whose main function has always been to
rank, grade, select and certificate learners to a new system that informs and
improves the curriculum and assessment practices of education and the
leadership, governance and management of learning sites. Assessment is
rviewed as a structured process for gathering evidence and making judgments
about the individual's performance in relation to registered national standards
I
'and qualifications (Department ofEducation, 1998a). This continuous
I ~ssessment of the learner 's performance is aimed at helping to shape or form
\ the learner through the learning process.
Outcomes-based assessment appears to offer a number of advantages to the
key stakeholders (educator and learners) in educational programmes,
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including transparency of reporting, alignment of teaching and curriculum
goals, and sensitivity to individual needs. However, the introduction of
outcomes-based approaches has on occasion proven problematic for a variety
of reasons (Brindley, 1998). Jansen's (1999) expressed concern about OBE is
r that the management of assessment practices will multiply the administrative
, burdens placed on educators. I, as the researcher, thought it was important toIinvestigate the ways in which these problems are heing manifested and
addressed in the real world of teaching and learning, in particular in the
Language, Literacy and Communication learning area, and to establish the
extent to which they appear to be amenable to resolution.
1.3. Formulation of the Problem
With this background information in mind, it seems the challenges facing
educators in general, and language educators in particular, in this period of
educational transformation, are rather daunting. Policy makers assume that
the new curriculum and assessment policy"would build on the current use of
educators' formative assessment to promote students' learning. This
assumption might be partly due to the lack of a strong research base to inform
an understanding of the extent to which educators are able to translate new
assessment policy into practice and thereby promote student learning. Some
have argued that if the vision detailed in the new assessment policy is to be
realized , such a research-based understanding would be needed.
5
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The National Department ofEducation acknowledges that the strength and
success of an outcomes-based assessment model rests on the
"professionalism and ability of a highly skilled teaching core who understand
and are able to apply the sound educational assessment principles and draw
on a variety of assessment techniques" as advocated in assessment policy
documents (Department ofEducation, 1997a: 26) . The question on my mind,
and perhaps on the mind of all stakeholders in education (policy makers,
parents, educators and learners), is: Are educators able to give 'life' to the
outcomes-based approach to assessment of learning progress, in other words,
are educators able to align their assessment of learners ' progress with
curriculum reform and practices?
In order to answer this question the following questions are investigated in
this study:
1. What are the educators' perspectives on and experiences of
outcomes-based assessment in the Language, Literacy and
Communication learning area?
2. What tensions, dilemmas, successes, and problems are language
educators experiencing in translating assessment policy into practice?
3. What, ifany, strategies are language educators employing to
overcome the problems they are experiencing in translating
assessment policy into practice?
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1.3.1. Rationale for the study
Curriculum 2005 policy advocates an approach that sees assessment as being
integrated with teaching and learning (Dept. of Education, 1997b). The aim
of this study is to contribute to the building of an understanding of how grade
nine language educators experience classroom assessment, with
the introduction of major changes in the education system, in particular in the
Language, Literacy and Communication learning area.
( It was envisaged that the results of the study would provide policy makers
with more insight into language educators' perceptions and experiences in
translating outcomes-based assessment policy into practice. They (policy
makers) could consider these insights in their reflections on the workings of
policy implementation and in designing or rethinking policy. The potential of
research to inform policy can, however, not be overstated. It was also hoped
that the results would provide some language educators with data that could
inform their reflections on their own perceptions and experiences of
assessment. For the educators who participated in the study, it is hoped that
the process would provide opportunities for continued reflection when they
respond to questions about how they perceived and experienced outcomes-
based assessment in their classrooms. This element could also not be
overstated.
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1.4. Clarification of concepts
The outcomes-based education jargon often prevents a clear understanding of
what this educational approach entails . Clarification of the major concepts
that are used in the study follows .
Assessment criteria
The assessment criteria indicate in broad terms the observable processes and
products of learning which serve as evidence of the leamer's achievement. It
refers to statements of evidence that educators need to look for in order to
decide whether a specific outcome or aspect thereof has been achieved. In an
OBE system the assessment criteria are derived directly from the specific
outcome and form a logical set of statements of what learner achievements
should look like (Department ofEducation, 2000a).
Curriculum 2005
The new South African curriculum revolves around outcomes-based
education (OBE) and the goal of the educational system is lifelong learning.
Curriculum 2005 (C2005) is the name given to the project and OBE is the
instrument by which this goal will be achieved (Department ofEducation,
1997a).
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Expected Levels of Performance (ELP's)
The expected levels of performance refer to the minimum standard the
learner is expected to achieve at the end ofa grade or a phase . The ELP's
serve as a guide to enrich the assessment process. They are fundamentally a
breakdown of the performance indicator that incorporates different levels of
performance. ELP 's provide information about a learner in terms of learning
difficulties and remedial action required to support learners who may
experience problems in the learning process (RSA, 1998).
Fairness
A fair assessment is one that provides all students an equal opportunity to
demonstrate achievement and yields scores that are comparably valid from
one person to another. Fair assessments are unbiased and nondiscriminatory,
uninfluenced by irrelevant or subjective factors. Effective and informative
assessment strategies are designed to ensure equal opportunity for success,
regardless of learner's age, gender, physical or other disability, culture,
background language, socio-economic status or geographic location
(Department of Education, 1997a; Pretorius, 1998).
Learning Area
Learning areas are the domains through which learners experience a balanced
9
curriculum. There are 8 learning areas : Language, Literacy and
Communication (LLC); Human and Social Sciences (HSS); Mathematical
Literacy, Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences (MLMMS); Technology
(TECH); Natural Sciences (NS); Economics and Management Sciences
(EMS) ; Life Orientation (La); and Arts and Culture (A&C).
Learner- Centredness
Effective and informative assessment pract ice is learner-centred. Ideally,
there is a co-operative interaction between educator and learners, and among
learners themselves. The learning programme outcomes and the assessment
processes should be made explicit to the learners . Learners should participate
in the negotiation of learning tasks and actively monitor and reflect on their
achievements and progress.
Outcomes
The word 'outcome' has two meanings. Firstly, it is the statement of a desired
task, skill or set of behaviours that a learner should be able to demonstrate
at the end of a learning experience. Secondly, it is the ability to demonstrate,
at the end of a learning experience, a pre-determined task, skill or set of
behaviours in a manner that involves understanding and truthfulness.
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Outcomes-based education (OBE)
As the term 'Outcomes-Based' suggests, everything that happens in an OBE
system is based on what its outcomes are. OBE is an approach to education
that clearly defines what is to be learned by a learner. An outcome refers to a
leamer's demonstration of learning at the end of a learning experience. In this
case, 'based' means 'defined according to ' , ' organized around' and ' focused
on' (Spady and Schlebusch, 1999). Therefore, if we go into any OBE school,
we would expect the educators to describe how their curriculum (planning,
teaching, testing and their record keeping and reporting) are directly defined
according to, organized around and focused on their Outcomes. Therefore,
f OBE is about "organizing everything in an educational system around what is
essential for all students to be able to do successfully at the end of their
learning experiences" (Spady, 1994: 1).
Performance Indicators
Performance indicators are statements, which provide details of the content
and processes, which a learner should master, as well as the training
context. It should assist the educator in judging what evidence is required.
Performance indicators can be used to measure content and knowledge,
skills, attitudes and even values and beliefs.
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Range Statements
A range statement is a description of the difficulty l~vel of-.!~e learning
.<.- ._-- --=-~.=-.-:-
content that should be learned and the skills learners are expected to
display with respect to a specific outcome in a specific phase . "Range
statements help educators to understand in which ways the work should be
made easier in the Foundation Phase, more difficult in the Intermediate
Phase and even more difficult in the Senior Phase" (Jacobs, Gawe and
Vakalisa , 2001 : 119). The range statements provide information about the
intended scope and context of the learning . Therefore, range statements are
needed to inform educators of the degree of complexity of the learning
outcome. These outcomes could be used at different levels of education. It
would therefore be necessary that a description be provided of how
assessment would take place at the different levels.
Reliability
/
Reliability is concerned with the consistency, stability, and dependability of
I
!the results. In other words, a reliable result is one that shows similar
Ii performance at different times or under different conditions, (McMillan,
\ .
200 1: 65) . The term reliability has a technical meaning, referring to the
quality of the assessment procedure itself A reliable assessment is one that
gives consistent results by eliminating errors arising from different sources.
Reliability is closely linked to the principle of fairness. If a strategy does not
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accurately assess what it is designed to assess, then its use is misleading and
unfair to the learner.
Specific outcomes
Specific outcomes refer to the demonstrations of what learners must be able
to do at the end of a learning experience and is directly derived from the
learning areas . The specific outcome reflects the knowledge, skills, values
and attitudes which inform the demonstration of the achievement of an
outcome.
Teacher Judgement
Good assessment practice involves educators making judgments, on the
weight of assessment evidence, about learner progress towards the
achievement of outcomes. When the learner successfully demonstrates the
outcome a number of times, and in varying contexts, the teacher is confident
that a learner has achieved an outcome.
Validity
Classroom assessment is a process that includes gathering, interpreting, and
using information. This conceptualization has important implications for how
we define a familiar concept that is at the heart of any type of high quality
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assessment, i.e. validity, (McMillan, 2001: 59). Valid assessment strategies
are those that reflect the actual intention of teaching and learning activities,
based on learning programme outcomes, (Pretorius, 1998). Validity is
concerned with the soundness, trustworthiness, or legitimacy of the claims or
inferences that are made on the basis of obtained scores. Thus , in broad
terms, validity is taken to mean the extent to which what is assessed is what
the assessor set out to assess .
1.5. Overview of the study
Chapter 1: The Study in Context
This chapter gives an introduction to factors that led to curriculum change in
the South African education system. This is followed by the formulation of
the problem and the aims and purposes of the study . The major concepts that
are used in the study are clarified. An overview of the study and a
demarcation of the study is elucidated. Finally, the value of the study is
described.
Chapter 2: Literature Review: Policy and Changing Perspectives on
Curriculum Assessment in South Africa
In this chapter the researcher provides a theoretical framework within which
the study was conducted. Books, journal, media reports and the internet were
consulted. The research paradigm of the study is clarified. This chapter
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consistent with a leamer-centred approach to education. The role of
\ focuses on aBE assessment strategies and aBE teaching methods that are
I
\
continuous assessment in the learning process is described. The issue of
reliability and validity of the assessment process as well as strategies to
ensure that the assessment is reliable, valid and fair are discussed. Finally, the
assessment process is clarified.
Chapter 3: Research Methodology
This chapter contains the research methodology and includes the data
collection and data analysis procedure used in the study.
Chapter 4: Findings and Reflections
The findings of the investigation are presented in this chapter. The major
themes and categories that emerged from the data analysis are discussed.
Related literature is cited as a control mechanism to mirror or refute the
perceptions that the participants have of an aBE assessment approach.
Chapter 5: Overview of the Study, Synthesis and Recommendations
This chapter contains a synthesis of the findings. This is followed by
conclusions that are drawn from the findings and recommendations that are
made based on the actual findings. The limitations of the study are put into
15
perspective and finally further research is suggested.
1.6. Conclusion
In this chapter the background that led to the present investigation is given.
The research problem is formulated and put into perspective. This was
followed by a clarification of concepts and an overview of the study . The
study is demarcated and the value of the study is clarified.
In Chapter Two , I will present a literature review in which the theoretical
foundations of the investigation are explained .
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW: ASSESSMENT IN AN
OUTCOMES-BASED EDUCATION APPROACH
2.1. In troduction
This chapter reviews the literature relating to the transformation of the
education curriculum in South Africa, with specific reference to the new
system of assessment. The chapter provides a conceptual framework of the
study by presenting an overview of literature related to an outcomes-based
approach to assessment. It begins with a brief look at the theoretical
paradigm, the National Qualifications Framework, and then moves on to
review the literature, local and international, on the policy and practice of
assessment within an outcomes-based education system.
2.2. Theoretical Paradigm
This study is placed within the field of cognitive education and is informed
by the principles of critical theory . Cognitive education is an approach to
education that is leamer-centred and is focused on alternati ve assessment
and learning strategies by employing cognitive processes to engage learners
in problem-solving and thinking processes (Samuels 1994, cited in Vereen,
2001). Within the critical theory paradigm, society, schooling and education
cannot be separated because schools exist to reproduce the social economic
17
and political order of society, therefore critical theory is focused towards
social change (Jansen 1997) .
Furthermore, Net (1995) argues that critical theory aims to transform society
') by paving the way for change in society . The role of critical theory in terms
If of education is to encourage learners and educators to reflect on knowledge,
!\ thus empowering them to be liberated from the restrictions imposed on them
by the dominance of mass culture and to transform the school curriculum.
Thus , following the principles of critical theory, learners and teachers are
able to do more than simply adapt to ' the new order' , but rather to be 'freed
and their circumstances changed in order to be able to change the
community' (Carl 1995, cited in Vereen 2001). This concurs with the vision
of the new education system in South Africa that is focused on the whole
development of the learner in a learner-centred approach that will result in
self-fulfilled and creative citizens (Department ofNational Education 1997c).
2.3. The Transformation of the South African Education Curriculum
One of the major problems with the school curriculum of the 1980s and
the world of training and work. To overcome this problem, a new framework
\ I990s was that it did not systemize and link school education sufficiently to
had to be created in which adults who study or train outside of schools and
other institutions (for instance through night schools, in-service courses and
short courses) could be given recognition in the form of certificates. That
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would act as an incentive for people to do training courses and further
studies , and at the same time ensure them equal opportunities to compete in
the job market. Consequently, the NQF was produced as a national structure
to underpin outcomes-based education. The NQF and OBE go hand-in-hand.
I', The NQF ensures that skills acquired outside the formal education system are
recognized by employers nationally and internationally; while OBE forces
formal institutions (like schools) to make their programmes more practical
,I and career-oriented.
Table 2.1. illustrates the structure of the NQF . The South African education
and training system is divided into three bands reflecting the three main
education and training sectors: General Education, Further Education and
Higher Education (see the second column of Table 2.1.) The lowest band
indicates the first nine grades of schooling which fall into four school phases:
Pre-school, Foundation, Intermediate and Senior Phase (see the bottom
section of Table 2.1.) on completion of Grade 9, learners receive a General
Education and Training Certificate which allows them to leave school and
look for work, or continue studying for Further Education and Training
Certificates. If they decide to study further, they can do it at school (Grades
10, 11, and 12) or at a training college or non-governmental organization.
Once learners have completed matriculation or an equivalent training
certificate, they can continue studying at a University or Technikon for
diplomas, certificates or degrees. If they obtain a Master's or Doctor's degree
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or an equivalent qualification, they reach NQF level 8 - the highest level of
Education and Training recognized by the SAQA.
LEVEL BAND TYPE OF QUALIFICATION
8 Higher Education & Ph D, Further Research Degrees
7 Training Band . Higher Degrees; Professional Qualif.
6 First Degrees; Highe r Diplomas;
5 Occupational Certificates
FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
4 Further Education & Grade 12
3 Training Band Grade 11
2 Grade 10
GENERAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
1 General Education & Senior Phase (Grade 7 to 9)
Training Band Intermediate Phase (Grade 4 to 6)
Foundation Phase (Grade 1 to 3)
Reception (pre-School)
Table 2.1. The National Qual ifications Framework (NQF)
(Adapted from Kramer, 1999: 130)
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2.3.1. The National Qualifications Framework (NQF)
The advent of the NQF and the adoption of the principles of ORE have made
the transformation of the curriculum of teaching and learning in South Africa
a central issue. The development of human resources and potential is the
main goal of the curriculum framework. The emphasis is on what the learner
should know and would be able to do at the end of a course of learning and
teaching (Department ofEducation, 1997a). South Africa's NQF is an
attempt to bind all education and training into an integrated system in which
there are minimal barriers to diversity, flexibility, portability, progression,
and to the breath and depth of learning, according to Harley and Parker (cited
in Jansen and Christie, 1999). Kramer (1999: 129) agrees with these
sentiments: "The NQF was created to bring together education and training
so that we close the gap between the two. " However, in order to achieve
either an integration or articulation of education and training, there has to be
agreement on some core unit underlying a qualification that makes explicit
what a 'qualified' learner is able to do. A qualification is a planned
combination oflearning outcomes that has a defined purpose (or purposes). It
is intended to provide qualifying learners with competence in a specific area
and a basis for further learning. It is possible to construct rules of access from
one qualification to another on the basis of what learners are able to do. The
SAQA document (1995) spells out to educators exactly what this
'qualification' should entail.
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2.3.2. Objectives of the National Qualifications Framework
The objectives of the NQF according to the SAQA (1995 : 9) are to :
Create an integral national framework oflearning achievements;
Facilitate access to, and mobility and progression within education,
training and career paths ;
Enhance the quality of education and training;
Accelerate the redress of past unfair discrimination in education,
training and employment opportunities, and thereby
Contribute to the full personal development of each learner and the
social and economic development of the nation at large .
2.4. Perspectives on Curriculum Assessment
When we think about ' assessment', we generally conjure images of tests and
examinations, grades and scores. However, research into classroom contexts
of assessment broadens our understandings of practices to include day-
to-day, often moment-to-moment judgments made by educators. We can
include in this the vast range of informal, formative and diagnostic
judgements that teachers make of students' work , attitudes and responses and
of their social and emotional behaviour generally (Filer, 2000).
In this section, issues in defining assessment are explored , the purpose of
assessment is discussed, and the important features of assessment within an
outcomes-based approach is discussed .
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2.4.1. Defining assessment
The Latin root of assessment, assidere , means to sit beside (Dreyer, 2000). In
an educational context assessment refers to the process of observing learning,
describing, collecting, recording, scoring and interpreting information about a
learner's learning. At it's most useful , assessment is an episode in the
learning process, part of reflection and an autobiographical understanding of
progress (Pahad, 1997 ; Pretorius, 1997). Accurate and appropriate student
assessment provides the information to help educators make better decisions
about what and how much students have learned. In the classroom context,
then , assessment is the gathering, interpretation, and use of information to aid
the teacher in making decisions about students' performance, (McMillan,
2001). Van der Horst and McDonald (2000: 170), agree that assessment is a
data-gathering strategy. It is the strategy for measuring student knowledge,
behavior or performance, values or attitudes.
Thus, it can be said that assessment in outcomes-based education is the
process used to decide if the learner is competent or not. A learner must show
he, or she, knows, understands and can do whatever is required to
demonstrate competence. These requirements, in the context of the NQF, are
called specific outcomes, which simply means that the learner has to
demonstrate learning and capabilities that derive from and underpin that
learning experience.
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2.4.2. Why do we assess?
The NQF permits us a closer look at assessment oflearning. We now have
the opportunity to match our assessment practice to our educational goals.
The proposed changes in assessment rests on the premise that what we assess
and how we assess it, reflects both what is taught and the way it is taught,
(RSA, 1998) . The goal of assessment should be to have students who can
create, reflect, collect and use information, and solve problems, (Department
ofEducation, 1998a) . Thus , Dreyer (2000) argues that our assessment must
measure the extent to which students have mastered these types of knowledge
and skills. The ultimate purpose of assessment is to validate learning
outcomes. Assessment results provide insight into the strengths and
weaknesses of the learner and can therefore suggest ways that the educator
may help the learner.
\ Assessment in one form or another has always gone on in schools; what has
i varied is the role and style of such assessments. In this section I will give
some examples of how assessme-nt schemes have been developed in response
to particular needs and circumstances.
2.5. Assessment in an OBE approach
It is necessary for teachers to be close to the learners in order to determine
what the learners know. OBE assessment, at the very simplest level, refers to
the ability of the teacher to perceive and see what learners can do. From this
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perspective assessment in an OBE approach is the process of identifying,
gathering and interpreting information about a learner's achievement , as
measured against "nationally agreed outcomes for a particular phase of
learning" (Republic of South Africa, 1998: 9). In essence, continuous
assessment is a data gathering strategy for measuring knowledge, values and
attitudes of learners . Continuous assessment employs alternative methods of
assessment on an ongoing basis and therefore revolves around the essential
principles ofOBE (Van der Horst and McDonald, 2001) .
Continuous assessment is focused on student development and growth to
enable educators to make decisions about the best way to facilitate student
learning. Consequently, there is the notion that this process of assessment is
aimed at improving the lives of learners in terms of their development and
learning. The process of continuous assessment is closely linked to teaching
and learning and aims to ensure that all learners will accomplish success in
the learning process in terms of clearly stated outcomes appropriate to their
stage of development.
This education approach is learner-centred, result-oriented and builds on the
notion that all learners need to and can achieve their full potential , but this
may not "happen in the same way or within the same period" (RSA, 1998: 9).
In order to meet the goal of a learner-centred approach to education,
criterion-referenced assessment is applied because in this type of assessment
the learner 's achievement is compared to an external criterion.
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2.5.1. OBE assessment and learning
Assessment lies at the heart of the process of promoting children's learning
(Weeden, Winter , and Broadfoot, 2002). According to Weeden et al
/ assessment can provide a framework in which educational objectives may be
i set and learners' progress charted and expressed. It can form the basis for
planning the next step in response to children 's needs . It should be an integral
part of the educational process, continually providing both 'feedback and
feed forward' (Weeden, Winter and Broadfoot, 2002). Therefore, assessment
needs to be incorporated systemically into teaching strategies and practices.
Assessment in an OBE approach is multidimensional as it focuses on the
curriculum, the learner and the educator. An integral purpose of assessment is
to determine whether individual learners have achieved specific outcomes,
but it is also meant to assess the effectiveness of learning programmes to
inform and improve the curriculum as well as the governing of learning sites
(Republic of South Africa, 1998). Furthermore, assessment is a process that
can enrich the lives as well as enhance the learning and the development of
learners . Thus, assessment allows the educator to appreciate and understand
what the learners learn, while simultaneously enabling learners to recognize
their strengths and weaknesses.
Assessment can also be used in teacher development because it aims to assist,
enrich and develop educators in their own teaching. The process of
assessment empowers educators to assess their own strengths and weaknesses
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and this results in educator development. It is thus necessary for educators to
keep abreast of advancement in teaching practices and development,
especially as teaching, learning and assessment are viewed as inseparable
processes.
Assessment has a reporting function with regard to learner achievement. In
an GBE approach it is expected that parents be informed of their children's
\ shortcomings and strengths in terms of their academic achievement. This
ij reporting function also includes informing learners of their achievement in
terms of feedback during the assessment process.
Weeden et. al (2002), RSA (1994: 4) and Race (2000: 1- 2) cited in Dreyer
(2000), offer the following reasons for assessing learners' performance:
learners need feedback to help them to find our about their learning
progress.
educators need feedback on the progress of students' learning, so that
they can adjust and develop their teaching (i.e. are specific outcomes
achieved).
assessment is often the major driving force that motivates students to
study.
assessment maximizes learners ' access to the knowledge, skills,
attitudes and values defined in the national curriculum policy.
Thus, OBE is based on the achievement of outcomes, and assessment is the
way that we gather information to gauge or decide whether the outcomes
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have been achieved properly . Educators need to ensure that their
assessment of learning is accurate and effective. Poor assessment strategies
will mean that the entire OBE approach to education is undermined . Many
educators argue that any education system is only as good as its assessment
strategy (Kramer, 1999). Consequently, much research and debate has gone
into the issue of assessing learning and in the past decade some important
trends in assessment have emerged internationally. This section of the
research study will engage with the literature regarding all facets of
outcomes-based assessment: principles, features and practices.
2.5.2. Aim of Outcomes-Based Assessment
The general aim of assessing learners in outcomes-based education,
(Department ofEducation, 2000b), is for growth, development and support.
The purpose of assessment is to monitor a learner 's progress through an area
of learning so that decisions can be made about the best way to facilitate
further learning in terms of expected knowledge, skills, attitudes and values .
Assessment provides information about learning difficulties and remedial
action necessary to support learners who may be experiencing learning
difficulties. The purpose ofassessment is not about promotion (pass/ Fail!
Conditional Transfer), but about progression (Department of Education,
2000b : 12).
The role of assessment in OBE is part and parcel of the aims of assessment in
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all its root models. OBE aims to assess the competences oflearners in
their totality . It takes a holistic approach in describing the competence of a
learner in terms of knowledge, skills and values, and assessing competence
by using a variety of assessment approaches. This calls for perforrnance-
based and authentic assessment strategies against the background of criterion-
referenced assessment (Malan , 1997).
Criterion-referenced assessment in outcomes-based education focuses on the
achievement of clearly defined outcomes, making it possible to credit
learners ' achievement at every level. It is a process ofgetting valid and
reliable information about the learners ' performance on an ongoing basis.
The educator is able to make these assessments using clearly defined criteria,
a variety of methods, tools, techniques and contexts, recording the findings,
reflecting and reporting by giving positive, supportive and motivational
feedback to learners, other educators, parents and other stakeholders
(Department ofEducation, 1997, 2000). The ability to assess learners in
accurate, objective, valid and interactive ways (or lack thereot) will influence
the value of our education practices and qualifications (Deacon and Parker;
cited in Jansen and Christie, 1999).
Education practices and qualifications can improve if educators work
towards tests that are fair to all learners by paying attention to what they
know about factors in assessment, their administration and scoring. One
reason why the educators cannot look for 'fair' tests is that they cannot
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assume identical experiences for alliearners (Gipps, 1996). This is also why
educators cannot look for equal outcomes - for this they would need
assessment tailored for different learners .
2.5.3. Assessment fits into teaching and learning
In keeping with the above discussion on OBE assessment , it is possible to
show how assessment fits into teaching and planning by means of a diagram
(Sieborger, 1998). In this diagram assessment includes three stages : gathering















about the results of
learning
Figure 2.2. Transforming Assessment
(Adapted from Sieborger, 1998)
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I believe this figure, the ' cycle' of assessment, teaching and learning,
indicates that ongoing assessment of learners ' performance is of paramount
importance in any education curriculum. This figure shows that assessment
is not the final point of teaching and learning, but something that is used to
guide and direct future teaching and learning, through analysis of the results
of learning . The remainder of this chapter will focus on outcomes-based
assessment and how it fits into this cycle of teaching and learning .
2.5.4. The principles underlying OBE
Educators' assessment oflearning should conform to certain principles in
order to be useful in an outcomes-based education system. The OBE
principles are listed below (Killen, 2000). An explanation of those principles
that required clarification is given in brackets.
The assessment procedures should be valid - (they should actually
assess what you intend them to assess) .
The assessment procedures should be reliable - (they should give
consistent results).
The assessment procedures should be fair - (they should not be
influenced by any irrelevant factors such as the learner's cultural
background).
Assessment should reflect the knowledge and skills that are most
important for students to learn.
Assessment should tell educators and individual learners something
that they do not already know - (it should stretch learners to the limits
of their understanding and ability to apply their knowledge) .
Assessment should be comprehensive.
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Assessment should be based on explicit standards of achievement.
Assessment should support every leamer's opportunity to learn things
that are important.
Learners are individuals, so assessment should allow this individuality
to be demonstrated.
I found that the language educators in the study had a sound knowledge of
the principles of outcomes-based assessment. Hence, they conformed to the
OBE principles of fairness and reliability in an attempt to ensure that their
assessments were accurate, objective and valid.
2.6. Features of ORE assessment
A review ofliterature on assessment within OBE (Pahad, 1997; Pretorius,









A brief discussion of each of these features follows .
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2.6.1. Continuous assessment
Continuous assessment acknowledges that we cannot change the instructional
process unless we change the assessment process (Dreyer, 2000 : 269) . If
learners are assessed in an ongoing way, it means that the whole range of
school - and homework - can be acknowledged. All the work the learner
does will then be given the status and value reserved in the past (pre-C200S)
for examinations and tests (Pahad, 1997). In South Africa this system of
assessment is usually referred to as Continuous Assessment (CASS) .
CASS must be an integral part of the teaching and learning process
(Department ofEducation, 2000) . CASS is an ongoing everyday process that
finds out what a learner knows, understands, values and can do. It provides
information that is used to support the learner 's development and enable
improvements to be made in the learning and teaching process. All types of
assessment must be continuous. Consequently, educators implementing
continuous assessments are required to develop a sound assessment record to
track the learning progress and to provide useful data for reporting and
progression.
The CASS model for assessing learners in an OBE approach has two major




Formative assessment helps to determine what the leamer's strengths and
developmental needs are in relation to a particular outcome or criteria and
feeds back into their lesson planning (Department ofEducation, 1997).
Formative assessment will indicate which situations help or hinder the
leamer's strengths. The express purpose of formative assessment is the
improvement of pupil learning (Torrance and Pryor, 1998). Formative
assessment is - "assessment 'for' learning" (Weeden, Winter, Broadfoot,
2002 : 13). Kramer (1999) agrees that formative assessment, which happens
during the learning process, helps to make decisions about how to proceed
with the learning process. Kramer goes on to add that formative assessment
allows us to make adjustments, to take account of new issues, learning
problems, changes or other factors that influence learning.
Formative assessment should thus involve a developmental approach and is
designed to maintain and support learning progress. It is built into learning
activities on a continuous basis, guiding the learner and the educator through
constructive feedback. It also informs the educator's decisions with reference
to selecting appropriate follow-up activities.
2.6.3. Summative assessment
The aim of summative assessment is to summarize the level of
achievement of a learner at a given time (Dreyer, 2000) . Summative
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assessment is used to determine how well a learner has progressed towards
the achievement of selected outcomes. Summative assessment must thus be
used to provide formative feedback to the educator, and to lead into the next
planning session (Department ofEducation, 2000a) .
Torrance and Pryor (1998) state that summative assessment is generally
undertaken at the end of a course or program of study in order to measure and
communicate the student's performance for purposes of certification and
or checking what has been learned at the end of a particular stage of learning,
(latterly) accountability. Summative assessment is the process of summing up
it is - "assessment 'of learning" (Weeden, Winter and Broadfoot, 2002 : 13).
Summative assessment ' summarizes' the progress made. "It is the final
statement of achievement used to make an evaluation oflearning" (Kramer,
1999: 43). Dreyer (2000) agrees that information gained from summative
assessment has been largely used to select - for promotion to the next year, or
for entrance into university.
Table 2.2. illustrates the differences between formative and summative
assessment. Educators have to be aware of these distinct differences in order
to prevent any tension between the two forms of assessments .
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Table 2.2. Formative and Summative Assessment
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT
· Designed to support the teaching and · At the end of a learning programme
learning process . (qualification, unit standard, or part
qualification).
· Assists in the planning of future
learning. · To determine whether the learner is
competent or not yet competent.
· Diagnoses the leamer's strength and
weaknesses. · In knowledge and inputs-based
systems, this usually occurs after a
· Provides feedback to the learner on specified period of study, e.g. one
his/her progress. year.
· Helps to make decisions on the · In OBET, leamer-readiness
readiness of learners to do a determines when assessment will
summative assessment. take place.
· Is developmental in nature . · Is carried out when the assessor and
the learner agree that the learner is
· Credits/certificates are awarded. ready for assessment.
2.6.4. Diagnostic assessment
Diagnostic assessment, as an instrument of formative assessment , is used to
guide the educator in terms of remedial action required to improve learning.
Hughes (1989) cited in Dreyer (2000) states that diagnostic assessment is
usually done at the beginning of the term, year or a new topic of study to
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ascertain the starting point for teaching . It examines the learner's existing
knowledge, skills, interests and attitudes, as well as determines what
misconceptions are evident, that is, strengths and weaknesses. Diagnostic
assessment is assessment that is specifically focused on finding out the nature
and cause of a learning difficulty, and providing appropriate remedial help
and guidance. Educators ignoring the range of capacity in the class, for
example, can cause learning difficulties; gifted learners may not be
sufficiently challenged, and others may be given activities beyond their
capacity. Problems may also be the result of specific learning difficulties.
Diagnostic assessment determines when specialist advice and support should
be requested from Education Auxiliary Services (Department ofEducation,
2000a).
2.6.5. Norm-referenced and criterion-referenced assessment
Norm-referenced and criterion-referenced testing is often referred to as if
they serve the same purpose, or share the same characteristics. However,
norm referencing places candidates in rank order after assessing them at a
particular point in time. Norm - referenced assessment and reporting occurs
when "assessing a student's achievement and progress in comparison to other
students," (Department ofEducation, 1997a: 28) .
Criterion - referenced assessments, on the other hand, record positive
achievements at different levels. Criterion - referenced school assignments
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and examinations try to provide measurable criteria so that a learner 's
progress can be monitored and his achievements acknowledged in a similar
manner. Criterion - referenced assessment and reporting occurs when
"assessing and reporting a student's achievement and progress in comparison
to predetermined criteria," (Department ofEducation, 1997a: 28). Anyone
who meets these criteria is credited with the appropriate pass in that subject.
The OBE shift to criterion referencing reflects a desire to move away
from an assessment system that is primarily designed to credit achievement at
different levels. Mabry (1999) states that criterion -referenced assessment is
an evaluation based on criteria and/or standards. In scoring student
achievement, criteria tell what the student must do. Criterion referencing also
makes the assessment criteria quite explicit, so that every learner should be
able to understand how his or her work is assessed (Mabry, 1999;
Department ofEducation, 2000) . Similarly, every educator should be able to
explain results with reference to stated criteria . Clearly criterion referencing
is more philosophically in tune with a society that aims to give the whole
population a good general education and stresses the idea of access, equity
and redress (Department ofEducation, 2000).
2.6.6. Authentic assessment
Perhaps the most important recent advance in both instruction and assessment
is the emphasis on authenticity (Wiggins, 1992). Authentic instruction
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and assessment focus on knowledge, thinking and skills exhibited in real-life
settings outside school that produce the learner's best , rather than typical,
performance. To accomplish this, students need multiple "authentic"
opportunities to demonstrate the knowledge and skills and continuous
feedback. This kind of emphasis results in greater student motivation and
improved achievement. In this way authenticity effectively integrates
instruction, assessment, and motivation (McMillan, 2001).
According to Gipps (1994) authentic assessment is a term used largely in the
USA where the intention is to design assessment that moves away from the
standardized multiple-choice type towards approaches where the assessment
task closely matches the desired performance and takes place in an authentic,
or classroom, context. Torrance (1995) believes that the basic implication of
the term authentic seems to be that the assessment tasks designed for learners
should be more practical, realistic and challenging than the traditional pencil-
paper tests. Spady (1994) sees authentic assessment as virtually identical to
criterion validation - to assess exactly what the outcome demonstration
requires.
Assessment is authentic when it enables students to successfully
communicate their strengths and educational needs, and when results can be
used to improve instruction based on accurate knowledge of student progress.
Such assessment mirrors good classroom instruction and it gives students
ongoing feedback that enables them to reflect on their accomplishments,
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identifies future learning needs, and develop goals and strategies for attaining
them. This type of assessment empowers students to become self-directed
learners and empowers educators to use assessment information for
instructional purposes (O'Malley, 1997 cited in Dreyer, 2000).
Fraser (1999:16) describes authentic assessment as . .. " assessment tasks that
resemble skills, activities and functions in the real world and school".
Authentic assessment aims at determining competencies in contexts that
closely resemble situations in which these competences are required.
Assessment then becomes a learning experience in which learners are
prepared to apply their knowledge, skills and values in an integrated manner.
2.6.7. Performance-based assessment
Performance-based assessment is the direct , systematic observation and
rating of the performance of an educational outcome, often an ongoing
observation over a period of time, and typically involving the creation of
products. The assessment may be a continuing interaction between educator
and learner and should ideally be part of the learning process. The assessment
should be a real world (that is, authentic) performance with relevance to the
learner and learning community. Performance-based assessment is a test of
the ability to apply knowledge in a real-life setting (Brualdi , 1998 cited in
Dreyer, 2000).
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In its simplest terms , a performance assessment is one that requires learners
to demonstrate that they have mastered specific skills and competences by
performing or producing something. This type ofassessment provides
educators with information about how a learner understands and applies
knowledge. A key feature of performance assessments is that they require
students to be active participants. Rather than choosing from presented
options, as in traditional multiple-choice tests, students are responsible for
creating and constructing their responses. Their responses may vary in
complexity from writing short answers or essays to designing and conducting
experiments and demonstrations or creating comprehensive portfolios. This
study investigated how language educators implemented their performance-
based assessments.
2.7. The Purpose Of Outcomes-Based Assessment
The purpose of assessment is to determine if the objectives are being met.
Every course of instruction has certain objectives , even if these objectives are
not explicitly stated. Outcomes - based education stresses the need to be clear
about what the learners are expected to achieve. These expectations can be
expressed as outcomes and the teaching and learning is guided by these
outcomes. Assessment is essential to outcomes-based education because it is
necessary to be able to measure to what degree a learner has achieved each
outcome (Sieborger, 1998).
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Any assessment presupposes a decision to be taken . If there were no decision
to be taken, then there would be no need for assessment. Cunningham (1998),
states that educators should think about the objectives before assessing,
irrespective of whether the objectives are formally stated or not. Outcomes-
based education makes it clear on what basis these assessments should be
undertaken. In OBE the aims of the curriculum are contained in the outcomes
that state the results expected at the end of the learning process. These
outcomes refer to the knowledge, skills and/or attitudes, which the learners
should be able to demonstrate that they can understand and apply within
particular contexts. Outcomes link the aims, content and the assessment of
the curriculum. Because outcomes describe the expected performance, they
make it possible to specify the kind of assessment that is needed to measure it
by specifying particular performance indicators (Department ofEducation
1997; Cunningham, 1998; Sieborger 1998).
Sieborger (1998) states that the way in which an outcome is written has an
important effect on the assessment of the outcome. The verb indicates the
performance, competency or achievement expected and the words that follow
it describe the object intended . The wording of the outcome evidently affects
the assessment, so it is necessary to provide more detailed guidelines of what
is expected . These guidelines are contained in assessment criteria, range
statements and performance indicators ( Jacobs , Gawe, Vakalisa, 2001) .
"Assessment is to help the learner, not to provide a set of marks for the
teacher," Sieborger (1998, 58). Outcomes should improve planned progress,
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since learners can be informed in advance of the outcome that they need to
achieve. The learners are told what the income is and they are informed about
the process that will help them to achieve the assessment criteria at the
appropriate level. The use of outcomes will lead to greater authenticity in
assessment, as the assessment will be directly dependent on the outcome and
the assessment criteria . Assessment needs to be used in a formative way to
show the learners what progress has been made and what still needs to be
achieved . Continuous assessment benefits the achievement of outcomes, as it
helps the learners to progress towards them . (Sieborger, 1998)
Outcomes-based education requires criterion-referenced assessment, that is,
teachers are required to evaluate continuously how individual learners are
performing against the criteria listed in the learning area . Subsequently, each
learner has a detailed profile of continuous assessments under very detailed
and specific headings . The language educators are required to assess the
learners' portfolios that are comprised of tasks done over a set period, or
smaller tasks, pieces of writing on themes and projects. Ideally, learners'
communication, is assessed in terms of their effective use of language
according to contextual criteria. In an attempt to gauge the success, or
otherwise, of the outcomes-based approach to assessment in the learning
area of language, literacy and communication, this study looked at selected
language educators' assessment practices.
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2.8. Reliability and Validity of Assessment
Outcomes-based assessment in the Language, Literacy and Communication
learning area is a complex process and it is imperative for language educators
to establish reliable criteria in the assessment process. Subjectivity and
teacher bias is a salient factor that can influence the reliability and validity of
assessment. In this regard it is necessary to define what reliability and
validity of assessment entails. Reliability of the assessment process refers to
the consistency with which different educators execute the assessment task at
different times and places. Validity refers to the extent the assessment of a
learning outcome measures that which it claims to measure (Department of
Education, 1998). It is essential that educators apply strategies to control
factors that influence the reliability and validity of the assessment process.
Educators using the CASS model employ three mechanisms to control the
assessment process, namely, the assessment criteria, range statement and
performance indicator. The assessment criteria for each learning outcome
provide a framework for assessment to guide the educator. The assessment
criteria are indications of the observable processes of the demonstration of
learning outcomes in broad terms . However, a limitation of the assessment
criteria is that it lacks sufficient detail of exactly what must be demonstrated
by learners to indicate an acceptable level ofachievement (Department of
National Education, 1997c) .
The range statement is another mechanism and indicates the scope and depth
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of learner achievement. The range statement is directly linked to the specific
achievement described by the assessment criteria. Thus, the assessment
criteria and range statement provide statements in terms of what evidence is
needed for learners to demonstrate that they have achieved an outcome.
The third mechanism, the performance indicator, is clustered with the
assessment criteria and range statement to provide more detailed information
of what a learner should know and do to achieve an outcome (Department of
National Education, 1997c). These reliable strategies in the assessment
process will ensure that the results oflearning are reliable, valid and fair.
2.9. Conclusion
This chapter has given a snapshot of assessment in South Afiican schooling
from a historical as well as a current perspective. The appeal to the history in
the discussion is intended to encourage the reader to appreciate the
difficulties of transforming an assessment system from an historical base
which has potentially contradictory elements to the system to which a country
aspires. This was illustrated by the historical conception of Continuous
Assessment as a summative examination phenomenon as opposed to its
broadly defined sense in the new assessment policy in South Afiica. This
poses serious challenges for those seeking to transform assessment in South
African schools, the main one being to facilitate the assessment ' paradigm
shift' advocated in policy aspirations.
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An overview of the main features of assessment indicates that the focus in
assessment has shifted from the notions of "passing" and "failing", to the
concept of ongoing growth. The emphasis is also on learners developing
skills, knowledge and understandings, whereas previously the emphasis was
on one individual compared to another.
The implementation of outcomes-based assessment and reporting systems in
educational programmes has been accompanied by a range of political and
technical problems, including tensions between the summative and formative
purposes of assessments and the doubts surrounding the validity and
reliability of teacher-constructed tasks. The present study examined ways in
which these problems have been manifested and addressed, using the
assessment tasks that were used to assess the achievement of language
competencies in the school.
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY
3.1. Introduction
The previous chapter presented a literature review that focused on the
theoretical foundations of outcomes-based education. The influence of these
theories on assessment was discussed with special reference to the language,
literacy and communication learning area . A detailed description of the
methods of data collection and data analysis is discussed to enhance the
trustworthiness of the study.
The research emanated from educational change that occurred in South
Africa with the adoption of a new education system. The major change in the
education system is from content-based education to outcomes-based
education. The assessment methods in an outcomes-based model are
criterion-referenced and continuous in nature , consequently requiring that
teachers employ multiple assessment strategies for assessing learners .
This chapter deals with the theoretical framework , the research and sampling
design, the research instrument, method of scoring and the proposed method
of data analysis. The researcher will describe the reasoning behind the
methodology and how she conducted the research .
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3.2. A Theoretical Framework
In many educational quarters, educators are seen as merely implementing
policy as advocated by educational bureaucrats. This view, unfortunately,
does not take human subjectivity into account. However, educators have their
own perspectives and feelings and thus each educator is likely to attach
different meanings to different curriculum practices. This does not mean that
different interpretations would be distinct or without common qualities - it
means that the interpretations will result from each educator's own processes
of sense making (Lubisi, 2000) . In keeping with this view, I have chosen to
adopt symbolic interactionism as the main component of the theoretical
framework for this study. In this section, I briefly describe the key principles
of symbolic interactionism, and indicate how it influenced the formulatio n of
the research problem.
3.2.1. Symbolic interactionism
The theory of symbolic interactionism is said to be based on three root
assumptions Denzin (1992) and Blumer (1969) .
• Human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings that
these things have for them.
• The meaning of such things is derived from, and arises out of, the
social interaction that one has with one's fellows.
• These meanings are handled in, and modified through, an interpreti ve
process used by the person in dealing with the things he encounters.
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In the proposed study an attempt will be made to focus on the educators'
subjective meanings, motivations, and interpretations arising out of their
engagement with an aspect of curriculum change , namely, outcomes-based
assessment. Symbolic interactionist theory views the socialized individual as
capable of thought, invention and self-determination. The peculiarity consists
in the fact that human beings interpret each other's actions instead of merely
reacting to each other's actions. The proposed study will investigate how the
educators have adapted to and negotiated change, how they engage in joint
action, how they respond to other actors in their world , and how they
encounter, and resolve problems that arise in the process of implementing
outcomes-based assessment.
3.2.2. Research implications of symbolic interactionism
Denzin (1970) lists four implications of symbolic interactionism for the
researcher. The first implication is the need for the researcher to take a closer
look at the symbols used in interactions, and the settings in which interactions
take place. The second implication is studying phenomena from the point of
view of those being studied; thus, in order to understand things from the
research subjects ' perspectives, the researcher has to obtain information data
in the form of descriptive accounts from the subjects . This view gives some
idea of the status of interview data in symbolic interactionism. The third
implication is the need for the researcher to link the participants' perceptions
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with those of his/her society. The fourth implication identified by Denzin is
that researchers need to record the dynamics of the situations that they
observe, and in which human practices are situated.
The above implications of symbolic interactionism on methodology will be
revealed as the chapter unfolds.
3.3. Research Design
The researcher selected a qualitative, interpretivist approach for data
collection and analysis as this study investigates the perceptions and
experiences of language educators of outcomes-based assessment. Johnson
(1999) notes that qualitative methodologies are powerful tools for enhancing
our understanding of teaching and learning. This paradigm rejects the
viewpoint of a detached, objective observer and believes that the researcher
must understand the subjects' frame of reference. Data was gathered through
engaging with the research subjects and getting their perspectives on their
current assessment practices. Thus, the aim of qualitative research is to
inform our understanding of educational practices and to expand our frames
of reference; it is not a ' 'verification of a predetermined idea, but discovery
that leads to new insights of a phenomenon" (Sherman and Webb 1988: 5,
cited in Cresswell 1998) . Qualitative research aims to give meaning to
people's experiences (Cresswell 1998) ; furthermore, it is stressed that the
methods of an inquiry must be appropriate and aligned to the objectives and
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the aims of an investigation .
Fundamental to the qualitative, interpretivist tradition is the concept of
verstehen, a convention which according to Patton (1990) :
Stresses understanding that focuses on the
meaning of human behaviour, the context of
social interaction , an empathetic understanding
based on subjective experience, and the
connections between subjective states and
behavior. The tradition of verstehen or understanding
places emphasis on the human capacity to know and
understand others through sympathetic introspection and
reflection from detailed description and observation.
(Patton, 1990:45)
The research was conducted in the qualitative, naturalistic paradigm. There is
a growing body of literature devoted to qualitative research in education
some of which is synthesized here. The goals of this chapter are to elaborate
on the reasons for choosing the qualitative methodology, and to provide a
basic introduction into the features of this type of research .
I conducted a review of available literature (Blumer 1969, Denzin 1970 and
1992, Lubisi, 2000, Paton 1990) in order to support the research with a
sound theoretical foundation and a conceptual framework for the study.
3.3.1. The choice of a case study
This study took the form of a small-scale case study. As Cohen, Manion and
Morrison (2000) suggest, a case study concentrates on the characteristics of a
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single unit of analysis, in this case a group of language educators. The focus
on a single unit does not mean that the study was simplistic - each case had a
number of elements within it, and this provided a complete picture for the
researcher.
Merriam (1988) defines a case study in terms of its end product. "A
qualitative case study is an intensive, holistic description and analysis of a
single instance, phenomenon or social unit," (Merriam, 1988: 21). A case
study is particularistic, descriptive, and heuristic . Merriam states that a case
study is particularistic in nature because the study can suggest to the reader
what actions might be taken in similar situations and can illuminate general
problems based on specific instances . The researcher sought to provide
helpful information on outcomes-based assessment to the educators of
Language, Literacy and Communication, firstly to the constituents of this
particular secondary school under study, and then possibly to other secondary
schools .
Stake (1995) describes a case study as: "A specific, a complex, functioning
thing," (p. 2). He also purports that people and education programmes are
easily studied by case design. Likewise, in this study, the researcher
encountered no difficulty in examining the assessment practices and
experiences of the Language, Literacy and Communication educators by
means of the case design.
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In this study I sought to understand the beliefs, knowledge, and
opinions ofgrade nine educators of Language, Literacy and Communication
in a secondary school. This provided insight into how the educators
experience outcomes-based education, and the meanings they attach to events
or actions associated with their assessment pract ices. The study yielded
meaningful insights into the educators' experiences, beliefs, and judgements
about outcomes-based assessment in their own context of teach ing and
learning. The case study was best suited to the study because it allowed the
researcher to concentrate on teachers in the context of language teaching
bounded in time and place, and to identify the various interactive processes at
work (Rose & Grosvenor, 2001; McMillan & Schumacher, 2001) .
Furthermore, the research was focused on depth rather than breadth .
The descriptive nature of a case study measures the complexities of a
situation , shows that hindsight can be relevant to the future , and shows the
influence of personalities on the issue, according to Merriam (1988). The
heuristic quality of the case study explains the reasons and background of a
situation and explains the effectiveness of innovations . The researcher richly
described the background of outcomes-based education and training and
detailed the effectiveness of outcomes-based education assessment practices
through the eyes of the research subjects .
I attempted to display all the features of a case study, as described by
Creswell (1998) and Stake (1995) . Creswell (1998) describes a case study as
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the examination of a bounded system via multiple data sources. The case was
a bounded system in which the secondary school Language, Literacy and
Communication educators were studied. Data collection included interviews,
which provided a detailed description of the educators' perceptions and
experiences regarding outcomes-based education assessment practices in
grade nine.
The rationale for conducting a case study in this situation was to determine
the strengths and weaknesses of current assessment practices in the
Language, Literacy and Communication learning area, in grade nine. These
strengths and weaknesses were evaluated and studied, and possible solutions
to issues are offered. Merriam (1998) states that case studies are often utilized
to examine educational processes, problems and programmes, which in turn
result in understanding that affect and possibly improve practice. This may
be due to the fact that case study research is anchored in real-life situations
and provides rich and holistic descriptions of a phenomenon. A case study is
definitely "a slice of life," (Merriam, 1998 : 42).
Greig and Taylor (1998) state that case study triangulation involves obtaining
more than one, usually three perspectives, on a given phenomenon. This
entails using multiple data collection techniques (cited in Merriam, 1998).
This study used two research methods, namely, document analysis and
interviews. Validity was ensured by the use of triangulation both in the sense
of one method being used to investigate different subjects' perspectives and,
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different methods of data being used to investigate different subjects'
perspectives and, different methods of data collection being used to study a
single phenomenon. This prevented bias and distortion. Equal credence was
given to all views expressed.
This case study was limited to producing conclusions regarding the grade
nine Language, Literacy and Communication educators' implementation of
outcomes-based education and assessment. However, areas of learning
obtained from this study could be carefully examined for applicability of
findings to other grade nine educators who are implementing the outcomes-
based system of education and training .
3.4. Data Collection Methods
The researcher chose to use various research methods, namely, semi-
structured interviews, document analysis, and informal conversations.
3.4.1. Semi-structured interviews
Qualitative semi-structured interviews were used as the primary strategy for
data collection, in conjunction with document analysis and informal
discussions with the participants. Qualitative interviewing utilizes open-
ended questions that allow for individual variations (Patton, 1990). The
interviewer used an interview guide, or ' schedule', with a list of questions
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that she wanted to explore during each interview. Although it was prepared to
ensure that basically the same information was obtained from each person,
there were no predetermined responses, and the interviewer was free to probe
and explore within the predetermined inquiry areas .
The interview guide ensured good use of limited interview time; it made
interviewing the subjects more systematic and comprehensive and it helped
to keep interactions focused . In keeping with the flexible nature of qualitative
research designs, the interview guide could be modified over time to focus
attention on areas of particular importance, or to exclude questions 1 had
found to be unproductive for the goals of the research .
A basic decision going into the interview process was how to record
interview data. Whether one relies on written notes or a tape recorder
appears to be largely a matter of personal preference . For instance, Patton
(1990) says that a tape recorder is ' indispensable' . On the other hand, Lincoln
and Guba (1985) do not recommend recording except for 'unusual' reasons .
Lincoln and Guba base their recommendation on the intrusiveness of
recording devices and the possibility of technical failure. I found that
recordings have the advantage ofcapturing data more faithfully than
hurriedly written notes, and it made it easier for the researcher to focus on the
interview.
The semi-structured interviews as a method ofdata collection allowed all
participants to express themselves openly and freely. The goal of the
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interview process was to find out each person's beliefs, perceptions,
understanding, and knowledge about outcomes-based education and training
in general, and in particular with reference to assessment of learners in the
Language, Literacy and Communication learning area . The researcher also
wished to determine what further supports would be helpful to the
participants.
Certain basic questions (cf Appendix A) were asked as a framework .
However, the subjects were given scope to voice their opinions on any issue
they deemed to be of import. The participants were allowed to digress from
the given open-ended question in order to express their complete opinions.
These interviews were audio taped and then transcribed verbatim. Notes were
taken during the interview. Informal discussions with the teachers helped
generate data that was used to prompt them during the interviews, and to
broaden the study 's perspective on certain issues about outcomes-based
assessment.
3.4.1.1. Developing the interview schedule
I was guided by the literature review in developing the semi-structured
interview schedule and in gaining insight into the problem being investigated.
A literature control was employed also as a mechanism to endorse or refute
the research subjects' perceptions. This is an important strategy in a
qualitative investigation as it validates or refutes the perceptions of the
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participants .
A qualitative interview is a conversation with a purpose (Mason 1996, cited
in Vereen 2001), and thus requires a great deal of planning. The researcher
prepared a semi-structured interview in order to discover the language
educators' perceptions and experiences of assessment in an outcomes-based
situation. I used the research questions and the literature study as guidelines
to phrase the interview questions. The interview quest ions were open-ended
and specific in content to allow for individual responses. The purpose of the
semi-structured interview in this study was to ensure that the participants
were asked the same questions in the same sequence.
3.4.2. Document analysis
Another source of information that proved to be invaluable to this qualitative
researcher was analysis of documents. By critically analyzing documents
through basic questions, I could expose the clues and truths in its construction
This analysis provided insights into the culture of outcomes-based
assessment in the Language, Literacy and Communication
learning area . Various documents relating to departmental and school
assessment policy, practices and record keeping were examined, along with
samples of the learners ' work. The department policy on assessment gave an
insight into what was expected of the educators in terms ofassessing the
learners, and record keeping . The school assessment policy was very similar
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to the departmental policy, with a few minor changes regarding record
keeping.
3.5. Research Context and Procedures
3.5.1. Selection of the Site
The research site for this study was a secondary school in Pietermaritzburg
with a learner population of 917 from grade 8 to grade 12. The historically
Indian school has the following learner population ratios: 5 % Coloured
learners; 43 % Black learners and 52 % Indian learners. The reason for the
choice of site is twofold, firstly, the researcher is a colleague of the
participants and this facilitated access to the school; and, secondly, the school
was one of the schools where C2005 was piloted in the year 2000
The principal of the school granted permission for this study to be conducted
and the grade nine language teachers were willing to be participants. The
principal and the educators, the researcher included, are strong proponents of
outcomes-based research and endorsed this research project in the hope of
gaining valuable information that may be used to improve the educators'
ability to translate the assessment policy into practice.
3.5.2. Participants
The primary participants were six grade nine language educators at the
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school. They were between 30 and 40 years of age, four females and two
males. The interviewees experience in education ranged between 10 and 20
years. Two of the participants had Honours degrees and the remaining four
had Bachelors degrees. Five of the educators studied full-time at various
universities, and one educator studied part-time through correspondence. All
participants are English first language speakers .
Participation of all participants was voluntary , and no coercion was used.
educators could withdraw from the study at any time, but none of them chose
to do so. The participants were asked to participate in a 45 to 60 minute semi-
structured interview. All information was kept strictly confidential. No names
were used in data reporting. Each educator was provided a copy of the
results . After data was transcribed, tapes were destroyed.
One strength of the participant selection process was that the educators
selected are direct participants in outcomes-based education and training at
the school. In addition, the educators are very collegial and personally
friendly with one another. Often, opinions are shared between educators, and
groups of educators adopt similar opinions with regard to issues about
outcomes-based assessment. Limitations of the selection process are the
small number of educators available to participate, due to the small size of




The researcher had to request permission from the principal to interview the
staff members because educational research data gathering involves some
invasion of privacy. lnformed consent was obtained by providing the
educators with an explanation of the study. The researcher had to explain the
purpose, objectives and the ethics of the study to the principal. The names of
the participants were not recorded as confidential ity and anonymity are
central to the ethical aspects of research. The ethics of the research were
explained to educators prior to the commencement ofeach interview; I
promised full confidentiality of the interviewees and the institution.
3.5.4. The dilemmas of being the researcher in the context
Stake (1995) describes case researcher roles as educator, advocate, evaluator,
biographer, and interpreter. I assumed the role of interviewer in this study
and thus stressed the roles of educator, advocate and evaluator. 1 intended to
provide an accurate description of the beliefs and opinions of the participants
in this study.
A methodological issue that I was very much aware of, and had to engage
with emanated from the tension of being a researcher on one hand, an
educator in the Language, Literacy and Communication learning area, and a
colleague of the participants in the study. Firstly, as researcher I had to deal
with the issue of"insider-outsider" dialogue (Babbie, 2002) - this relates to
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the tension between description (inside perspective) and interpretation
(outsider) . As a researcher, I had to not only understand but also actively
interpret the voices of the participants who are my colleagues. Secondly, I
was concerned that as an educator engaging with outcomes-based assessment
I might have brought my own conscious and unconscious 'baggage' to the
research process, in particular when I conducted the interviews and analyzed
the data . Scheurisch (1997) suggests a researcher should be open and
foreground the indeterminacy of the interview process.
Several methods were used to eliminate researcher bias. These included
transcription of interviews and subsequent checking . The researcher then
provided each participant with a copy of the interview in which the individual
participated. The interviewees were allowed to make changes to clarify their
opinions or thoughts. The researcher then made changes to the transcripts
prior to analysis. Five interviewees made no changes in their transcript. The
remaining interviewee made one change in his transcript - he wanted to
substantiate one of his responses.
Stake (1995) describes the researcher as evaluator, which is the role of
choosing specific criteria or interpretations of a program's strengths and
weaknesses, and successes and failures. The illumination of these areas




1 used a word processor to transcribe the six sets of audiotaped data . I then
checked the transcriptions against the audio-tapes to ensure that all the data
was accounted for. The data sets were then printed for analysis.
Stake (1995) recommends that categorical aggregation, direct interpretation,
establishing patterns, and naturalistic generalizations be utilized in analyzing
data in case study research. In categorical aggregat ion, I looked for repeated
instances from the data, anticipating issues and relevant meanings will
emerge . In direct interpretation, I examined and determined the meaning
attached to a single instance . Patterns emerged from the data , and
occasionally, the patterns suggested a relationship between categories might
exist. Thus, naturalistic generalizations occurred, which is what can be
learned from this specific case.
The constant comparison method was used to analyze and interpret data from
this study. Merriam (1998) describes constant comparison method as the
development of categories, properties and tentati ve hypotheses and observed
relationships as data evolve into a theoretical framework. Inductive category
coding was combined with a simultaneous comparison of interviews. The
analysis was extended to developing categories and themes that helped the
researcher to interpret the meaning of the data . The categories emerged and
became the themes, and after analysis, led to general outcomes of the study.
The purpose of pattern seeking was to identify major themes of meaning and
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understanding of language educators of outcomes-based assessment. The
researcher began analysis at the outset of the study and continued until the
process could provide no further relevant information. I tried to remain
flexible and open to new possibilities throughout this process. The major
themes that emerged from these patterns constitute Chapter 4 of the
dissertation.
3.7. Limitations of the Study
Limitations of this case study may have been the researcher's projection,
sampling model, and researcher mood and style (Boyatsis, cited in
Merriam 1998). In this study the researcher's support for outcomes-based
education and training may have affected the responses of the participants.
Boyatsis suggests several methods to avoid complicity. These include
developing an explicit code, establishing consistency ofjudgment, and
remaining close to the raw data when establishing codes and themes . In this
study, themes were determined as the interviews proceeded. I kept notes as to
the themes as the educators mentioned them when interviewed. Codes were
revealed to the researcher during the actual coding process. Codes and
themes were rechecked at least twice . Finally, observations were made
regarding the frequency of the code being mentioned by the interviewees,
which interviewees mentioned the code, and differences of opinions of the
participants regarding a specific code.
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3.8. Conclusion
This chapter gives account of the research design that was used in the study .
The research followed a case study approach. The data collection tools, semi-
structured interviews and document analysis are described. The researcher
describes the research context and procedures in terms of data collection and
data analysis. A detailed description of the data collection procedure was
given as well as the analysis processes of coding and pattern seeking. The




FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
4.1. Introduction
C2005 has made it incumbent on language educators to apply assessment
strategies that are consistent with outcomes-based education as an approach
to the new educational system. This implies that language educators are
required to employ continuous assessment and outcomes-based education
teaching strategies that facilitate the development of learners ' potential . In
this study, an investigation was undertaken to determine the language
educators' perceptions of assessment in an outcomes-based education
approach.
In this chapter the researcher presents the findings to the main research
question that was formulated as : What are the grade nine language
educators' perceptions on and experiences of assessment in an outcomes-
based education approach? Furthermore, answers to the following sub-
questions are presented:
Do language educators consider themselves adequately trained to
translate outcomes-based assessment into practice?
What are some of the dilemmas, tensions and problems that educators
are experiencing in translating aBE assessment policy into practice?
What are some of the strategies, and lor techniques, those language
educators employ to overcome their problems/dilemmas in aBE
assessment.
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4.2. Discussion of Findings
I chose to use a qualitative approach for this research study and therefore the
semi-structured interview was selected as the data collection instrument. The
interviews were audio-taped to enhance the trustworthiness of the
investigation. The data was transcribed; coding and pattern seeking were then
used to identify the major themes and related categories. The themes and
categories that emerged from the data analysis are presented in this chapter.
The researcher used participants' verbatim comments as a mechanism to
validate this investigation. A literature control is employed to identify and
endorse the participants' perceptions. Quotation marks are used for the
educators' verbatim comments and italics for direct quotations from related
literature.




THEMES AND CATEGORIES OF RESPONSES
THAT EMERGED FROM THE FINDINGS
MAIN THEMES RELATED CATEGORIES
4.3. Theme 1:
' I am really into this 4.3.1. Sound understanding
idea ofOBE.' of OBE assessment.
4.3.2. Learners need to be
credited for what they
know and can do .
4.3.3. OBE assessment is
meaningful.
4.3.4. Ongoing assessment has
positive effects.
4.4 . Theme 2:
Benefits oflearner- 4.4.1. The voice of the learner
centred assessment in the in OBE assessment.
language, literacy and 4.4 .2. Meeting the needs of
communication learning area. learners with difficulty
in learning through
diagnostic assessment.




Problems, contradictions 4.5.1.' I don 't always get a good







4.5.4. Validity and reliability
ofeducator developed
assessment tasks .
4.5.5. Heavy marking loads.
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4.3. Theme 1: '1 am really into this idea of ORE. '
This theme presents the participants' general perceptions of outcomes-based
assessment. In general, the language educators who participated in this study
positively perceived outcomes-based assessment. The findings suggest that
these educators had a fairly good understanding of the goals of outcomes-
based assessment. An educator reported,
" OBE is geared toward promoting the achievements oflearners."
She went on to add,
" ... there must be something the learner can do and he/she deserves to be
credited for this knowledge or ability."
The language educators had positive experiences of translating OBE
assessment policy into practice. One of the educators said,
"I am really into this idea of OBE .. . "
An educator reported,
' 'Every event /situation in the classroom is regarded as a learning experience,
for both the learner and the educator."
This implies that the outcomes-based approach to assessment seems to be
meaningful for the educators as well as the learners . According to the
participants, the merits of continuous assessment seem to be the perceived
advantages that it holds for the learners . A participant said,
"Assessment that is ongoing also illustrates what the learner knows and is
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able to do."
It is apparent that the language educators who participated in the study are
enthusiastic and motivated to make a success of the outcomes-based
approach to assessment. This can be attributed to their perceptions of the
advantages of continuous assessment for learners. The positive attitudes and
enthusiasm of the participants for the new assessment approach is consistent
with the findings of Foxcroft and Elkonin (1998 : 8) who state that in spite of
their (teachers') confusion and experience ofexhaustion, educators have
positive attitudes that can be seen as a positive factor (cited in Vereen 2001) .
Hence, this implies that the quest for success is a priority for the language
teachers who participated in this study. The reason for educators' optimism
and enthusiasm, 1believe, is that the majority of the educators, regardless of
the constraints that they experience, are evidently in support of the new
educational curriculum .
"I am really into this idea of OBE ... and continuous assessment ,"
said one educator. Another teacher mentioned ,
"I believe that learners must be given opportunities to be successful, ... and
OBE gives all learners this opportunity."
4.4. Theme 2: Benefits of learner-centred assessment
The research study revealed the many benefits of a leamer-centred approach
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to assessment. A discussion of these benefits will follow.
4.4.1. The voice of the learner in OBE assessment
The findings of the study indicate that the language educators adopted a
learner-centred approach to assessment. The assessment strategies that they
employed included assessment of prior learning, diagnostic assessment ,
performance assessment, self-assessment, peer-assessment and portfolio
assessment. Continuous assessment is perceived as learner-centred because
the learner is part of the assessment process. One educator's view on learner-
centred assessment is:
"The learner is in charge of his learning."
This participant believes that the educator is there to guide and promote the
learning process. On this issue of learner-centredness, another educator is
reported as saying,
" ... learners play an active, constructive role in their own education."
The participants saw assessment as a continuous and ongoing process.
According to one respondent,
"The learner can be assessed on various tasks , . . . reading, speaking,
assignments/projects, group activity, etc ."
The purpose of these assessments is to "develop the learner's knowledge and
skills" and to illustrate what the learner "knows and is able to do" .
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4.4.2. Meeting the needs of learners with learning difficulty through
diagnostic assessment
The findings suggest that the participants are aware of the importance of
diagnostic assessment.
«Diagnostic assessment helps the educator to help the learners with learning
difficulties " stated one educator. The learners are aware of the assessment,
criteria; if they do not satisfy these criteria then the educator has to "diagnose
the problem". The educator said he then "takes the necessary steps to assist
the learning process" .
There is evidence to suggest that diagnostic assessment assists in the
improvement oflearning. One participant said, "the educator is there to
provide support to the learners who are not performing to their full potential."
Hence, the major purpose of diagnostic assessment, is to identify learning
problems encountered by learners during instruction and assessment. The
language educators were aware that all learners learn at their own pace; the
teachers therefore offer alternative learning strategies to help rectify the
learning problems. For instance, the educators designed more assignments
and projects for the ' slow' learners in their classes. These learners were able
to perform better in these tasks because they were given more time and scope
to express their abilities and skills. However, learners are also able to obtain
diagnostic feedback on the success of their learning since explicit
performance criteria are provided against which they can judge their
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progress.
4.4.3. Identifying strengths and weaknesses through formative and
summative assessment
There is a thin dividing line between formative and summative assessment
(Department ofEducation 1998). There is, however, no clear advice as to
how educators are expected to deal with the ambiguous relationship between
formative and summative assessment (Lubisi and Murphy, 2000). One
participant suggests that formative assessment "guides the learner and
educator because of the positive feedback that it is designed to provide."
Thus, formative assessment helps to
"determine the learner 's strengths and weaknesses in relation to a particular
outcome,"
said another educator. The same educator stated,
"formative assessment helps me to decide on which assessment methods to
use in an effort to promote the learning process."
For instance, the language educators found that most learners seldom
participate in classroom discussions. One educator stated,
"I found that only one or two learners contributed to a group discussion -
again, this was not a true reflection of the learners ' ability."
Consequently, in order to assess a specific language, literacy and
communication outco me, namely, the learners ' ability to use appropriate
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communication strategies for specific purposes and situations the educators
choose to use oral activities . The learners were assessed on their participation
in organized group activities, namely, short sketches and plays. All the
learners demonstrated that they possessed the ability to communicate
effectively as they were able to successfully act out a part assigned to them in
a group context.
Paper and pen assessment , that is, traditional tests, still take up the lion' s
share of many educators' assessment practices. Tests are demonstrably fair in
that learners have all the same tasks to do in the same way and within the
same timescale . The educators find it easier to be sure that the work being
assessed was done by the learners, and not by other people (friends, siblings,
parents, etc .). One participant had this to say about learners ' projects and
assignments,
"Another problem is the learners from affluent, ' advantaged' backgrounds
seek help from their parents, and they have access to computers and the
internet , etc . to assist them in completing projects, assignments , etc . This is
not a true reflection of the leamer's ability."
It is evident from the research findings that because of the positive feedback
that formative assessment provides, it does facilitate the learning process.
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4.5. Theme 3: Problems, Contradictions and Dilemmas in OBE
Assessment
The findings from the study suggest that the participants encountered various
problems with the implementation of OBE assessment. Some of the problems
that have been identified are:
I don 't always get a good grasp of the OBE concepts.
Shifting assessment practices.
Cumbersome administrat ion of large class units.
Validity and reliability of educator developed assessment tasks .
Heavy marking loads.
4.5.1. "I don 't always get a good grasp of OBE concepts"
All the participants expressed concern about the terminology used in OBE
policy documents. The participants were unanimous in their perceptions that
the OBE terminology used in policy documents is difficult to understand and
often leads to misunderstanding of the concepts. Some educators described
the terminology as "complex and confusing" . The terminology evidently
seems to overwhelm the participants. One participant perceived the complex
terminology as a contributing factor to the lack of uniformity in educators'
assessment practices. In this regard the participant mentioned,
" .. . if we were told in ' simple' terms what, and how, we are to assess the
learners ' performances, I'm sure there would be no more misunderstandings
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· . .this would result in uniformity in assessments ."
The participants ' perception that the OBE terminology is difficult concurs
with Jansen (1998 : 325) who states that the language ofinnovation
associated with OBE, is too complex and sometimes contradictory. Jansen
goes on to add that an educator who attempts to make sense of OBE, has to
come to terms with the different meanings of the terminology, thereby
implying the ambiguous nature of the terminology. Some of the respondents
have still not come to terms with the OBE jargon. For instance, one educator
said, "I don't always get a good 'grasp' of the OBE concepts."
Another respondent said she finds the assessment policy documents
"mystifying" and she sometimes finds herself "grappling with the OBE
jargon".
This confusion with the OBE jargon has invariably resulted in educators'
failure to come to grips with the basic implications of OBE assessment
practices and this, according to one participant , has led to
"a lack of uniformity in our assessments."
4.5.2. Shifting assessment practices
The findings of the study suggest that three of the participants preferred to
use the traditional teaching and assessment methods , and that there was no
radical change in their practices. One educator disclosed,
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" I often have to resort to a traditional testing programme."
She found the traditional tests to be a more objective assessment oflearners'
performance. On this issue another educator stated,
" . . . I'm often confused about how to assess the learners' ability if I don 't use
the traditional testing system."
Yet another participant who said, " . .. it's just so much easier and more
objective." endorses the conventional teaching method. This educator
believed that traditional tests yielded more valid, reliable and fair assessments
of learners' abilities and knowledge.
It is apparent that some participants still practiced traditional teaching and
assessment methods. The fact that educators employ strategies that are
inconsistent with OBE, can be attributed to their misconceptions of the
realities of OBE. These findings suggest that educators tend to use
conventional teaching and assessment methods that they are familiar with .
This finding was reinforced by an educator who stated:
"I still prefer the traditional methods of assessments that I know, even if it is
not an outcomes-based approach."
4.5.3. Cumbersome administration of large class units
The findings of the study indicate that all the participants were in unison that
the multiple assessment strategies in continuous assessment placed additional
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administrative burden on them. One participant stressed,
" .. . you are forever assessing the learners ' performance this means you
have tons of efforts, be it projects/assignments, whatever to assess ."
The findings suggest that the major factor contributing to the additional
administrative work seemed to be the large class units that educators had to
contend with. An educator revealed,
"this problem is tied up to the fact that the class units are too large."
This educator went on to add that valid and reliable assessments are only
possible "if the teacher gets to work with small, manageable class units."
Another participant said,
" It is often difficult to supervise the work of all learners because of the large
class units."
The assessment policy documents allow for a broader, more objective
assessment oflearners' abilities. Unfortunately, this wider spectrum of
assessment practices and techniques, entails "a lot of monitoring / supervision
from the teacher." The educators unanimously agreed that it is a mammoth
task to attempt to maintain discipline in "such large classes", and this makes
it difficult to monitor, or assess learners ' performance.
"The intensive recording of learners ' development and learning progress is a
real 'downer' for me," said one educator. She further mentioned that she is
"constantly 'bogged down ' with assessing learners ' efforts . . . the huge piles
of marking are no joke ... and then I have to record these assessments."
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Continuous assessment demands the systematic execution and recording of
multiple assessment strategies. Educators are required to record the
assessment for different learners on a continuous basis; thus larger class units
in a leamer-centered classroom result in more administrative work for the
educators. According to Jansen (1997) this management function of
aBE will multiply the administrative burden placed on teachers. Thus, it
becomes obvious that the large class units and the additional administrative
work of practicing a system of continuous assessment pose a daunting
challenge to language educators. In this regard one participant said,
" This brings us back to the common problem faced by all language educators
.. . we do get overburdened with assessing learners ' performance tasks ."
The cumbersome burden oflarge class units is an organizational and
management concern and not a problem caused by aBE itself Educators,
however, perceive that the aBE approach is the root cause of this problem.
For instance, one educator is reported as saying,
"a BE can be very problematic ... I am constantly 'bogged down ' with the
huge piles of marking . .. a tedious , laborious task that I honestly dislike."
4.5.4. Validity and reliability of educator developed assessment tasks
Educator assessments are increasingly being used as a basis for reporting
achievement in outcomes-based systems. Thus, it is imperative that these
assessments are able to provide valid and reliable information for decision-
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making purposes (Brindley, 2001). However, the analysis of the data has
revealed a range of concerns in relation to the measurement qualities of
educator-constructed assessment tasks and the manner in which they are
administered . There were two problem areas that 1 had identified, namely,
low reliability of educators' judgment oflearners' performance; and,
educator constructed assessment tasks were inconsistent in the interpretation
and application of the assessment criteria .
The language educators had designed a common performance task : 'The
effect of drugs on the youth in the local community .' In addition to having
students learn more about drugs, the task was designed to help learners learn
and practice the following skills: developing questionnaires, interviewing,
taking notes and transcribing them, working with other learners, developing
conclusions, giving an oral presentation and writing a report . The educators
designed common rubrics that they would use to assess the learners '
performance. I used six of these learners ' efforts to evaluate the reliability of
the educators' assessments. All the participants assessed the efforts ,
independently, using the rubrics. I found little consistency in the educators'
assessments. The findings suggest that even though common criteria were
used for the assessment process, educators' subjectivity affected the results .
One of the most notable findings from this study has been that there is a good
deal of variation - both in design and administration - in the tasks that
different educators use to assess the same competency. In the area of essay
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writing, for example, it was found that educators' assessments ofleamers'
efforts differed considerably, even though common rubrics were used . This
lack of uniformity in assessment was attributed to the educators' subjectivity
and bias, which according to Brindley (200 1), can be attributed to the major
differences in assessor severity. In addition, Brindley proved that ratings
given by a single educator in a generalizability study were highly unreliable;
however, the reliability of a single rating improved with the addition of a
second rater.
The findings suggest that some educators perceive that subjectivity and bias
cannot be ruled out in the assessment process. A participant mentioned ,
"teachers' assessments are always subjective ."
According to another participant, educators' subjectivity can be controlled.
On this issue she stated,
" ... I consult with my colleagues, and try to get their opinions about my
assessments. "
However, I noted that this is a rare occurrence because the educators have
very little time to spare for consultation with their colleagues. Thus,
educators seldom compare their assessment practices with their colleagues -
this comparison would serve as a means of moderation of educators'
assessments and this would help to minimize educator subjectivity and bias.
Gipps (1994) offers a practical way of addressing the variations in assessment
practices that have been identified. In order to ensure that assessment tasks
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are consistent across educators and locations, a long-term project has been
undertaken with two main purposes. The first is to develop, in collaboration
with practitioners a bank of fully piloted exemplar assessment tasks with
known measurement properties that educators can use either for specific
assessment in their classrooms or as models for writing their own tasks.
Secondly, since it has become apparent that constructing good assessment
tasks is time-consuming and requires considerable skill, the creation of
professional development guidelines will assist teachers to design their own
assessment tasks (Gipps, 1994). It would be unrealistic to expect that the
tasks that are produced will be exactly parallel, it is hoped that providing this
information will help to reduce the variability in educator-developed tasks
that has been observed, and thus ensure fairer assessment for learners
(Brindley, 2001) .
It was also found that educators tend to rely on their experience as
' assessors' , rather than employing the outcomes-based assessment criteria, to
ensure that their assessment of the learners ' performance is valid and reliable.
Hence, the educators perceive the employment of different assessment
strategies as presenting a lack of uniformity in the application of strategies to
ensure valid and reliable assessments. Consequently, it is very difficult
eliminate subjectivity and bias from language educators' assessments of
learners' performance. This subjectivity in educators' assessments is
particularly evident in the area of oral communication, namely, speaking and
reading . The findings suggest that educators generally rely on their
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experience to assess the learners ' communicative abilities. Thus , educators'
assessments of the same learners often differ because they allow their biases
to influence their assessments. In this regard , it was found that the language
educators who used the assessment criteria as specified by departmental
policy, were more objective in their assessments. Hence, the research
findings suggest that the participants who use specific assessment rubrics are
more likely to attain valid, reliable and fair assessments.
4.5.5. Heavy marking loads
The research findings suggest that the language educators are unanimous in
their perceptions that the workload of language educators is immense and
very challenging. One participant declared ,
"This brings us back to the common problem faced by all language educators
... we do get overburdened with assessing learners ' performance tasks ."
Another participant re-iterated this concern,
"I find the workload just too much."
Another participant commented,
"I believe the greatest challenge of OBE assessment is finding the time to
assess the many tasks , efforts, and performances."
All the language educators agreed that they have to "burn the midnight oil" in
an attempt to satisfy the demands of an OBE assessment system.
"We language educators are always ' bogged down' with huge loads of
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marking,"
commented one participant. The general finding was that the language
educators felt they were being "overworked" because of the great demands
on them regarding aBE assessment. One educator stated,
"The huge piles of marking are no joke! "
The educators even went on to declare that they had perceived that they were
"forever" assessing learners ' performance.
Young (1997) endorses the sentiments expressed by the participants. He
believes that assessment has come to mean a daily regime of incessant
marking of essays, tests and assignments .
4.6. Conclusion
This chapter presents the findings and a discussion of the perceptions and
experiences oflanguage educators of translating OBE assessment policy into






Curriculum 2005 (C2005) presents a turning point in the history of the South
African education system. An OBE approach to education was introduced to
replace the content-based system as this system failed to meet the education
and training needs of the whole learning community (Vereen, 2001). The
fundamental differences between the two approaches in terms of their
assessment instruments were that the traditional system employed
examinations and tests as assessment methods, thus emphasizing recall and
rote learning. OBE, on the other hand, a learner-centred educational
approach, employed formative assessment instruments for assessing learners '
knowledge and abilities.
Against this background, the aims of the study were to determine the
perceptions and experiences of grade nine language educators in translating
outcomes-based assessment policy into practice.
5.2. Overview of Literature
I contextualized the study by citing literature related to OBE and to
assessment in the language, literacy and communication learning area in
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particular. The literature revealed that the educators' dissimilar beliefs and
perceptions was the most frequent source of bias and error in the assessment
process. Consequently, the reliability and validity of the assessment process
are questioned.
Outcomes-based education assessment is multi-modal and various assessment
instruments are employed in the assessment process. OBE assessment is a
continuous, ongoing process and is conducted during learning activities. The
purpose is to facilitate the development of learners to become reflective, self-
regulating and autonomous by allowing learners to be in control of their own
learning. Finally, the success of the assessment practices of the language
educators requires that educators are knowledgeable about the assessment
criteria.
5.3. The Research Process
I used a qualitative approach to the study as perceptions ofgrade nine
teachers were investigated. A semi-structured interview was selected as the
primary data collection instrument. A small sample of the learners ' work that
the educators had assessed were examined to find out whether they validate
what transpired from the interviews through a process of validation . Using
..
coding and pattern seeking processes, I analyzed the data . The emergent
themes from the findings are presented in Chapter 4.
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5.4. Synthesis and Conclusions of the Findings
The synthesis and conclusions of the findings now follows .
5.4.1. Educators' general perceptions of outcomes-based assessment
The participants are positive and enthusiastic about adopting an outcomes-
based approach to assessment in the language, literacy and communication
learning area, despite the constraints they encounter in their daily practices,
namely, the cumbersome administration of large class units and heavy
marking loads . This enthusiasm can be attributed to the educators'
professional commitment and their recognition that continuous assessment is
advantageous to learners.
The findings suggest that the underlying beliefs of outcomes-based education
and continuous assessment empower the language educator to facilitate the
development of the learners' critical thinking and problem-solving skills. The
participants are in agreement that this system of assessment is aimed at
developing the learners' full potential. They acknowledged that the new
educational approach assesses the learners ' attitudes, skills, values and
knowledge, whereas the traditional approach emphasized memory testing and
rote learning and focused on the quantitative assessment of the learner. The
teachers perceived that continuous assessment reflects a broad integrated
approach for assessing learners and allows learners to have control over their
learning.
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The outcomes-based approach to assessment appears to be conducive to
education as learners are now active participants in the learning process.
Learners can contribute to their own and their peers ' learning through self-
assessment and peer-assessment.
5.4.2 . The role of continuous assessment in the learning process
Continuous assessment plays a major role in the learning process of learners.
It reflects an integrated, ongoing process that cannot be separated from the
teaching methods that language educators employ in their daily practices. The
findings suggest that the participants employ various assessment strategies in
an effort to elicit effective student learning, namely, group activities, projects,
assignments and oral activities . However, educators are aware that certain
criteria and conditions need to be satisfied in order to allow purposeful
learning to take place. The participants clearly defined to the learners the
learning outcomes so that learners were always aware of what was expected
of them. The educators also informed the learners in advance what they
would be assessed on and the assessment criteria that would be used to assess
their learning progress. For instance, the educators would inform learners that
their essay writing skills would be assessed and the rubrics that would be
used for the assessment. Finally, the language educators ensured that the
learners understood the learning material before purposeful learning could
take place.
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5.4.3. Complexity of the ORE terminology
The aBE terminology in the language, literacy and communication learning
area is perceived as being ambiguous and vague. For example, the learning
outcome that language educators find difficult to interpret is: 'Learners will
understand, know and apply language structures and conventions in context'.
Consequently, the participants struggle with the essential aspects of
outcomes-based assessment. Educators tend to replace unfamiliar terms with
terms they are familiar with and this leads to unnecessary confusion. In this
instance, educators might focus attention only on formal language structures
(grammar), whereas this outcome encompasses both formal and informal
(incidental) language. The complex terminology appears to be a contributing
factor to the shallow understanding of outcomes-based assessment .
5.4.4. Cont inuous assessment an d ORE teaching methods
The findings suggest that the language educators employ assessment tools
that are consistent with a learner-centred approach to education, namely, self-
assessment , peer-assessment, portfolios and projects . The language educators
employed formative strategies to enhance the learning process, namely,
portfolio assessment. According to the participants , one of the main benefits
of portfolio assessment is the promotion of learner reflection. In the process
of reflective analysis, learners examine their efforts and the consequences of
their actions; thus, learners are encouraged to improve their work. The study
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revealed evidence that the educators grasp the salient and underlying beliefs
of continuous assessment by applying the conditions and criteria that
facilitate the development of learners.
It is evident that assessment and teaching cannot be separated in a learner-
centred curriculum. The language educators agree that assessment should be
integrated with lesson instruction and be built into learning as a part of a
structured learning environment.
5.4.5. Th e reliability and validity of the assessment process
Continuous assessment is a multi-dimensional process and the educator has
the responsibility to ensure that assessment is reliable, valid and fair. Some of
the language educators were unsure of their assessment of learners '
performance. A factor that contributed to this uncertainty is the absence of
expected levels of performances. Consequently, the educators had to rely on
their experience to assess learners ' performance. Thus, bias and error could
influence the outcome of their assessments . Another factor that affects the
reliability and validity of the assessment process is the absence of a proper
system of moderation of the educators' assessments . The participants were in
agreement that a moderation of learners ' assessments would ensure
uniformity and consistency of educators' assessment practices. Thus,
educators should always use assessment procedures that are valid, reliable
and fair (Killen, 2000) .
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5.4.6. The effects of an inflated educator-learner ratio
The language educators have a educator-learner ratio of 1:48. This is not
conducive to a learner-centred classroom. A learner-centred approach
requires that individual attention be given to learners to gauge their strengths
and weaknesses on a continuous basis. However, language educators cannot
give individual attention to each learner on a daily basis because of the
inflated teacher-learner ratios . This situation is in conflict with the principles
oflearner-centred education, and as such goes against the educational vision
to offer quality education to all learners . The high educator-learner ratio also
adds to the language educators' administrative workload.
5.5. Implications of the Study
Against the background of the findings of this investigation, future research
in the following areas is suggested to determine :
the effects of the absence ofmoderation of the assessment process on
the quality of the education system.
the effects of educator-learner ratio on learners in an OBE system.
5.6. Conclusion
The researcher feels that the aims of this study have been achieved and that
the study is highly applicable. The topic is researchable and the variables
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discussed lent themselves to measurement, analysis and interpretation. This
research study opens up avenues for further research in this area. A more
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I am a researcher in the KZNDEC currently doing a study of
outcomes-based education and assessment for degree purposes . I am
trying to find out how grade nine educators in the Language, Literacy
and Communication learning area experience outcomes-based
assessment in their classes. As part of my study, I am interviewing
the language educators in this school in some depth about their
perspectives on and experience of translating assessment policy in
practice.
Purpose of the Interview
In this interview, I hope that I will begin to:
develop an understanding of educators' perspectives on and
exp erien ces of outcomes-based assessment in the Language,
Literacy and Communication learning area,
learn more about the tensions, dilemmas, successes and
problems that educators are experiencing in translating
assessment policy in practice.
identify strategies that educators can employ to overcome the




Ethics of the Interview
The interview data will be treated as confidential. After writing up the
da ta , we can check, ifyou wish, that it accurately reflects your
viewpoints. If you are willing, I would to tape the interview, and erase
the tape on ce it h as b een transcribed. The data will be used for
research purposes only, and neither the school nor the principal nor
the teachers will b e named.
Format of the Interview
The interview will take about 60 minutes. The questions are divided
into three sections: Section A: Background Information; Section B:
Ou tcomes -Based Education and Assessment Policy in Language,
Literacy and Communication; Section C: Teachers' Perspectives on
and Experiences in Translating Ass es sm en t Policy into Practice.
Before the interview, I will arrange a time and place for the interview
that is convenient to you. During the interview, I will ask questions,
and make some notes on your responses. With your permission, I
would like to tape the interview to help me remember what was said.
The interview questions will be given to you before the interview so
that you can think about your responses. May I a sk you n ot to write
down any answers, as I am interested in your verbal responses.
Thank you for your willingness to assist me.
I am very grateful for your time and effort.
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SECfION A : BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this section, the questions are about 'factual' biographical
information, as well as your own early history as a person and a
teacher.
1. Tell me about your family background - where you lived and
grew up.
PROMPTS: Region; brothers and sisters; parents' work; most
important influences in your life; most important
'lessons' you learnt.
2. Some people say that teachers teach in the way that they
themselves were taught. When you were a learner at school,
were there important events or experiences that influenced
your career as a teacher?
PROMPTS: Type of school and resources; subjects you
enjoyed; good/bad teachers you remember; forms
of teacher control; positive/negative experience;
etc.
3. Do you think your experience of schooling has influenced how
you teach?
PROBE: In what way(s)?
4. Where did you train as a teacher, and what were the most
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important/useful things you learnt during your training?
PROMPfS: The same/different to what you'd expected? How
would you describe the institution's view of
teaching? Criticisms of your professional training;
key events/influences.
5. What formal qualifications do you hold?
PROMPfS: School; diploma; degree.
6.(a). How many years teaching experience do you have?
(b). How many schools have you taught at during your career?
(c). How many years have you spent at your present school?
7. Do you have any extra responsibilities at school?
PROBE: If so, what are they?
SECTION B : OUTCOMES-BASED EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT
POLICY IN LANGUAGE, LITERACY AND
COMMUNICATION
:} NOTE: The questions are open-ended and there are no right
and wrong answers
1. What would you say are the main goals of outcomes-based
education?
PROMPf : Literacy; numeracy; content subjects; academic
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goals; equip for life j survival outside school;
citizenship jvalues; social skills; culture, etc.
PROBE Can you expand on why you consider these goals
especially important?
2. To what extent do you feel you are able to meet these goals?
PROBE: What factors, if any, seem to stand in the way?
3. What is expected of you as a Language, Literacy and
Communication educator in terms of departmental policy with
regards to outcomes-based teaching and classroom
assessment?
PROMPTS: What are the learning outcomes of LLC?
Do you think the learning outcomes are
attainable?
Can you substantiate your answer - give reasons?
SECTION B: TEACHERS' PERSPECTIVES ON AND EXPERIENCES
OF TRANSLATING ASSESSMENT POLICY INTO
PRACTICE
1. Are you able to put the assessment policy into practice?
PROMPT: What are your feelings about the assessment policy?
Do you think the demands made on teachers are
reasonable?
If not, how do you cope with these demands?
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2. How do these assessment practices impact on your teaching?
PROMPf : Does it have a positive effect; has your teaching
practice improved/ become more meaningful?
If it has a negative impact, how are you coping?
3. What are some of the dilemmas/problems that you encounter
in translating assessment policy into practice?
PROMPfS : What are some of the difficulties/dilemmas that
you face in translating assessment policy?
How do you cope with difficulties you
encounter?
4. Do you always understand what is expected of you as a
teacher, in terms of assessment?
PROMPfS: Do you find that you are sometimes unsure of
what is really expected of you as an assessor?
How do you cope with these
uncertainties/ dilemmas?
5. What do you think can be done to improve teachers'
assessment practices?
PROMPfS : What strategies can be adopted to improve
teachers' assessment practices?





EXAMPLE OF A CODED TRANSCRIPT
CODES
Admin: administrative work
Cont. ass: continuous assessment
Diag. Ass: diagnostic assessment
Enth- T: enthusiastic teachers
Form. Ass: formative assessment
HoI. dev: holistic development
Lrg cls: large class units
Ong. proc: ongoing process
ReI & val: reliability and validity
Term: terminology
Admin : Language teachers have tons of administrative work. I
forgot to tell you about the problems with recording and
reporting the performance results. It's very tedious and
time consuming to record the results.
Cont. ass: Classroom assessment is done on a continuous, ongoing
basis.
Diag. ass: Continuous assessment also serves a diagnostic
purpose. The teacher can discover the learners' problems
and take the necessary steps to rectify the problems.
Enth- T: I do believe all the LLC learning outcomes are attainable.
I have enjoyed success in those quarters.
Form ass: I believe that formative assessment is basically designed
to monitor the learner's progress. It guides the teacher
and learner because of the positive feedback that it is
designed to provide.
HoI. dev: The language teacher is required to adopt a holistic
approach to teaching and assessment.
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Lrg cls: Another common problem is the large class units that we
have to work with. Large units make it difficult for the
'assessor'to give individual attention to every learner.
Ong. proc: Learners are assessed on ongoing process. Every
experience is supposed to be a learning experience, and
as such the learners have to be assessed accordingly.
ReI & val: Traditional testing for me is the only authentic
method of assessment.
Term: The assessment policy documents can be quite mystifying.
I sometimes fmd myself grappling with the OBE jargon.
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APPENDIX C
EXAMPLE OF AN INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
Participant 1
Interviewer: What would you say are the main goals of outcomes-based
education? Is it literacy, numeracy, content, skills, values, etc.
Respondent: I would say the main objective behind an outcomes-based
system of education is firstly, to ensure that all children have a
basic education - I mean they must be literate, they must a
mathematical and numeracy sense, have a cultural sense. In
general I would sayan outcomes-based education is life
oriented, i.e. it prepares a child for child. I think the most
important thing about outcomes-based education is that all
children have equal opportunities to be successful at school. It
is used to see what a learner can do. aBE is learner-centered;
learners play an active, constructive role in their own
education.
Interviewer: Can you please expand on why do consider these goals to be
especially important.
Respondent: The system of continuous assessment ensures that all
learners have an opportunity to be promoted to the next grade
- the learners have numerous means by which to display their
skills and knowledge. I t is almost impossible for a leaner to
'fail' a grade - so a learner can always be successful. In fact,
one of the basic tenets of aBE is the elimination of failure.
Learning basically means that learners' knowledge, skills and
values are developed . aBE propagates that all learners shall
succeed .
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Interviewer : What is expected ofyou as a language, teacher in terms of
departmental assessment policy? For instance, what are the
learning outcomes; do you think the learning outcomes are
attainable, etc. Substantiate your answer with example(s).
Interviewer : The language teacher is required to adopt a holistic approach
to teaching and assessment. The teacher is required to adopt a
system of continuous assessment. Formative assessment is
also emphasized.
Interviewer: Can you explain what you understand by the terms
continuous, and formative assessment?
Respondent: Yes. Continuous assessment, or CASS, is basically assessment
that is ongoing. The purpose of continuous assessment is to
find out what the learner knows, understands and can do. The
teacher to support the learner's development then uses the
information obtained from these assessments. Learning
outcomes or targets are set for the learners and the learners are
aware of the assessment criteria. So, the learner can take an
active role in hislher learning.
I believe that formative assessment is basically designed to
monitor the learner's progress. It guides the learner and
teacher because of the positive feedback that it is designed to
provide. Formative assessment also helps to determine the
learner's strengths and weaknesses in relation to a particular
learning outcome. Formative assessment helps me to decide
on which assessment methods to use in an effort to promote
the learning process .
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